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Background: Cardiovascular diabetology is an emergent field focusing on all

aspects of diabetes/cardiovascular interrelationship and metabolic syndrome.

High-quality evidence needs to be provided to determine the efficacy and safety

of interventions in cardiovascular diabetology. The heterogeneity of outcomes

among trials limits the comparison of results, and some outcomes are not always

meaningful to end-users. The cardiovascular diabetology core outcome set

(COS) study aims to develop a COS of interventions for cardiovascular

diabetology. In this paper, we introduce the methodological framework for

developing the COS.

Methods: The COS development will include the following steps: (a) establish the

COS groups of stakeholders, including international steering committee, Delphi

survey group, and consensus meeting group; (b) systematic reviews of outcomes

used in trials of cardiovascular diabetology; (c) semistructured interview of

stakeholders for outcomes of cardiovascular diabetology; (d) generate a list of

candidate outcomes and determine the original outcome pool; (e) Delphi survey

with stakeholders of cardiovascular diabetology to select potential core

outcomes; and (f) review and endorse the cardiovascular diabetology COS by

expert consensus meeting.

Conclusions: This current study reports the methodological framework to

develop a COS in cardiovascular diabetology and will provide evidence for the

future development of COS in cardiovascular diabetology.
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1 Introduction

Cardiovascular diabetology is an emergent field that focuses on

all aspects of diabetes/cardiovascular interrelationship and

metabolic syndrome (1–3). It includes research from clinical,

genetic, experimental, pharmacological, epidemiological, and

molecular biology fields and is mainly based on the combination

of endocrinology and metabolism with cardiology (4–8). The

objective of clinical research in the field is to help manage

diabetes, promote cardiovascular health, reduce cardiovascular

adverse events, and improve the long-term prognosis (9–13). The

research mainly involves drug treatment and management (12),

lifestyle intervention (14), and other aspects.

Performing high-quality trials is the key to effectively produce

relevant evidence (15). Developing a high-quality systematic review

is of great value to the disease’s diagnosis, treatment, and prevention

(16). Therefore, trials have been published in cardiovascular

diabetology (2, 10–12). However, because the results of

cardiovascular diabetes are complicated, the reported outcomes

are also different in trials (2, 10–12). In some trials,

cardiovascular events were subjectively reported by the patients,

and insufficient and under-reported problems always existed (1, 12).

These nonstandard problems of outcomes will result in the difficulty

of comparing and merging existing results in the systematic review,

wasting resources, and limiting the synthesis of future evidence

(17, 18).

In the cardiovascular diabetology field, if the outcomes are

safety outcomes, there are even more differences (18). How to solve

the nonstandardized reporting of outcomes and improve the

application and dissemination of results is another challenge (19,

20). Previous studies suggested using the terminology set of ADR

codes to standardize and help the reporting of safety outcomes (21).

Some studies also suggested standardizing outcomes of trials by

developing a core outcome set (COS) (17, 22). The COS is to

standardize the minimum outcomes that should be reported in

trials by consensus to reduce the heterogeneity in the selection of

outcomes in similar clinical trials, and make the outcomes more

consistent and comparable, thus helping resource integration and

improving research value (20, 23). Because the COS is mainly used

in efficacy outcomes, safety outcomes were always developed as one

outcome in the COS, naming safety outcome, adverse event, or

adverse reaction (23). The COS studies rarely reported how to

report adverse events or what should be reported (24), and only a

few studies reported both the COS of efficacy and safety (23).

When designing trials in the cardiovascular diabetology field, it

is necessary to report enough but not too many outcomes for both

safety and efficacy (25). Thus, it is very important to develop a COS

that considers both the efficacy and safety outcomes to standardize

the outcomes and reduce reporting bias (18, 26). So that it can help

to integrate the results of multiple studies, which will benefit the

systematic review and provide high-quality results for the diagnosis,

treatment, and prevention of cardiovascular diabetology (27).

When developing a COS, we should follow the COS-STAR

guidelines (28), the COS-STAP guidelines, and the handbook for

developing COS. As the outcomes in cardiovascular diabetology are
Frontiers in Endocrinology 02
complex (12–14), potential modification of the steps will be

performed based on the characteristics of cardiovascular

diabetology in order to develop a high-quality COS. In the

current paper, we report the methodological framework and hope

it will help other researchers in this field.
2 Methods

2.1 The main aspects of the
methodological framework

The cardiovascular diabetology COS will be developed

following the COS-STAR guidelines (28) and it will be modified

based on the characteristics of cardiovascular diabetology. The COS

will be registered on the COMET website, and the details of the

study will be shared online. The ethical approval for developing the

cardiovascular diabetology COS has been obtained from the West

China Hospital of Sichuan University (2023-502). Since the current

methodological framework does not involve patients, it does not

need to be approved by the ethics committee (29). Figure 1 shows

the development process of cardiovascular diabetology COS.
2.2 Establish COS groups of stakeholders

Three COS groups will be established with different functions

(30, 31): (a) international steering committee will be established, the

authors will invite expert in the field in China, and will also invite

one or two international steering members from the USA, and one

member of COS in UK to guide the study, the author will invite

them via email and conference; the role of the group will be

responsible for systematic review, guiding the semistructured

interview process, planning, implementing, and organizing the

development of consensus meetings; (b) Delphi survey group: the

group will be included experts of clinicians, researchers, and nurses

in cardiovascular diabetology field, the author will also invite editors

of international journals involved cardiovascular diabetology, the

author will invite them via email and conference; the role of the

group will be as follows: review the outcomes, and select potential

core outcomes; and (c) the consensus meeting group: the group will

be included experts of clinicians, researchers, nurses and editors in

cardiovascular diabetology field, the author will invite them via

email and conference; the role of the group will be as follows: vote

on the core outcomes at the consensus meeting, finally determine

the COS.
2.2.1 Inclusion criteria of international
steering committee

(a) Clinicians (18, 22): with a bachelor’s degree or above,

engaged in clinical research and related work on cardiovascular

diabetology for more than 10 years, and with senior professional

titles; (b) researchers (18): with outstanding academic

achievements, he/she has published papers related to clinical field

of cardiovascular diabetes as the first or contact author. The
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international steering committee will propose five people to be

responsible for systematic review, guide the semistructured

interview process, and plan, implement, and organize the

development of consensus meetings.

2.2.2 Inclusion criteria of the Delphi
Survey Group
Fron
(a) Clinicians (18, 22): with a bachelor’s degree or above,

engaged in clinical research and related work on

cardiovascular diabetology for more than 10 years, and

with senior professional titles;

(b) Researchers (18): with outstanding academic achievements,

he/she has published papers related to the clinical field of

cardiovascular diabetes as the first or contact author;

(c) Editors: editors who have worked in international journals

involved in cardiovascular diabetology for more than five

years, and edited at least 50 published trials of

cardiovascular diabetology. The members of the Delphi

survey group will be invited by sending invitations to
tiers in Endocrinology 03
international and national organizations involved in

cardiovascular diabetology.
2.2.3 Inclusion criteria of the International
Steering Committee

The consensus meeting group will include all members of the

expert steering group, other relevant clinicians, methodological

experts, and editors. The number of consensus meeting groups

will include about 20 experts.
2.3 Systematic review

Two authors will independently perform a systematic review of

potential outcomes (22). The search databases will include PubMed,

EMbase, CNKI, WanFang Data, and VIP database. The search time

will be limited from 1 January 2021 to 31 December 2022. The

inclusion criteria of the systematic review will be as follows (18, 26):

(a) randomized controlled trial, cohort study, systematic review/
FIGURE 1

The development process for cardiovascular diabetology COS.
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meta-analysis; (b) the study should involve clinical aspects of

diabetes/cardiovascular interrelationship and the metabolic

syndrome; (c) outcomes should be reported; (d) study should be

in Chinese or English; (e) studied subjects should be over 18 years

old, and the sample size should be more than 50. The exclusion

criteria of the systematic review will be as follows: (a) the full text is

not available; (b) significant contradiction between the study

content and conclusions. The search terms will include

cardiovascular, diabetes, and trial, and will be modified with the

characteristics of different databases. The search strategy for

searching PubMed is shown in Box 1.

Two researchers will independently read the titles and abstracts.

Uncertain or potentially qualified literature will be decided after the

full-text screening. The researchers will independently extract the

data, including the first author, time of publication, title, study

characteristics, and outcomes. Inconsistent results will be discussed

or consulted with by the third researcher. All outcomes from these

studies will be used to form the outcome pool.
2.4 Semistructured interview

The semistructured interviewees will invite 30 stakeholders who

are willing to participate in the interview. According to previous

studies (18, 22, 26), the 30 interviewees will reach saturation. At

least one patient will be interviewed to include patient perspectives.

Systematically trained professional graduate students will interview

stakeholders face-to-face after signing the informed consent form

(18, 22, 26). Each interview will be conducted for about 20–30 min.

The interview will include the basic information of the interviewees

(name, gender, age, contact information), interview time, and

interview outline content. Each interview will include three open

questions: What do you think are the top 5 outcomes that need to be

reported in cardiovascular diabetology? Are these outcomes easily

measured? How will you sort these outcomes?

All interviews will be audio recorded and transcribed verbatim

(27), and transcripts will be imported into NVivo software. All

transcripts will be anonymized. The interviews will be coded using

the principles of thematic content analysis (26). Relevant outcomes

will be identified and appropriately coded from the transcripts using

a provisional coding framework based on the outcomes extracted

from the systematic review (27). The new outcomes proposed in the

interviews will be added to the outcome pool after being identified

by the steering committee.
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2.5 Determine the original outcome
item pool

The outcomes from a systematic review and semistructured

interview will be combined to establish the item pool (18).

Appropriate combinations will be performed when the outcomes

are expressed by the same or similar means. The item pool will be

reviewed and approved by the steering committee.
2.6 Delphi survey

2.6.1 Delphi survey questionnaire
The Delphi survey questionnaire’s content includes the

participants’ general information (educational background, major,

age, gender, and work) (22). The language of the questionnaire will be

Chinese and English. The original list of outcomes will be arranged

according to the classifications to form the questionnaire, and scoring

items will be set under each outcome (18). The scoring criteria will be

referred to by the Likert scoring method: 1–3 points will be dis-

important, 4–6 points will be important, and 7–9 points will be very

important (18, 26). At the end of the questionnaire, a blank item will

be set, and participants will be asked to add the outcomes that still

need to be included (18).

2.6.2 Delphi survey
The Delphi survey will be conducted by electronic

questionnaire (18). It will be conducted in two rounds. The

second round will be adjusted according to the first round (22,

30). In the first round, the questionnaire will be sent to experts, who

will complete the survey within 2 weeks. A reminder email will be

sent at the end of the first week, and at the end of 2 weeks, statistical

analysis will be performed on the results of the first survey round

(18). The results of the first round will be included: (a) general

content of establishment of the COS for clinical studies: number of

questionnaires sent, number of questionnaires recovered, number

of participants completed, and proportion of questionnaires

completed; (b) scoring content: the scoring results and

distribution of each outcome (including the mean, minimum, and

maximum values of scores and the consensus of different scores),

the outcomes with an average score of 6 points or above will be

ranked according to the first round from high to low, and the

second round of questionnaires will be sent to all the experts who

completed the first round of the survey (22, 25).
BOX 1 The search strategy for PubMed for searching the outcome of cardiovascular diabetology.

#1 Diabetes Mellitus[Mesh] OR diabet*
#2 Mortality[Mesh] OR mortality OR Death[Mesh] OR death OR Survival[Mesh] OR survival OR Hospitalization[Mesh] OR hospital* OR utilization OR Cardiovascular
Diseases[Mesh] OR cardiovascular diseases OR Myocardial Infarction[Mesh] OR myocardial infarction OR Angina Pectoris[Mesh] OR angina pectoris OR Coronary
Disease[Mesh] OR coronary artery disease OR coronary heart disease OR Acute Coronary Syndrome[Mesh] OR acute coronary syndrome OR Heart Failure[Mesh] OR
heart failure OR cerebrovascular events
#3 Systematic review OR meta-analysis OR RCT OR randomized controlled trial OR cohort study
#4 #1 AND #2 AND #3
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The experts will also be asked to re-score each item and explain

if necessary (if the experts change the score from dis-important or

important in the first round (less than 6) to very important in the

second round (greater than or equal to 6) or from very important in

the first round to important or dis-important in the second round,

to be noted) (22, 25, 29). At the same time, the number of

respondents and the distribution of scores in the first round of

the survey will be fed back to the experts participating in the second

round of the survey in the form of a histogram (22, 25, 29). The

items in the content survey results will be reported in the same way

as in the first round after the second round.

After completing the second round of the survey, the author will

screen the outcomes with an average score of more than 6 points and

the outcomes with total scores as supplementary outcomes and sort

out the reasons given by the experts (18, 26). A summary of the

distribution of the numbers and scores of all participants in the

survey will be made (18, 26). In addition, the changes in participants’

scores in two rounds of surveys will be analyzed and summarized.
2.7 Expert consultation

In order to get more detailed information, expert consultation

will be performed after analyzing the results of the Delphi survey.

The invited experts will be five clinicians, one methodological

expert, and one editor. They will discuss the results of the Delphi

survey and decide the potential outcomes that will be included in

the outcome pool for the expert consensus meeting. Finally, the

outcome pool for the expert consensus meeting will be formed.
2.8 The expert consensus meeting

The expert consensus meeting will be held after the expert

consultation (18, 26). The contents of the consensus meeting will

be as follows: (a) report the research methods and results of the

outcome pool of cardiovascular diabetology; (b) discuss the outcomes

with and without consensus according to the research results and

recommend the final core outcomes; and (c) discuss whether

outcome measure tools and measure time can be recommended

according to the outcome to be included in the COS. The consensus

standards are shown in Table 1 (29). Potential disagreements among

the experts or between the experts and other stakeholders will be

resolved by discussion or voting. After the consensus meeting, the

cardiovascular diabetology COS will be formatted. Experts are then

invited to promote the application of the core outcome sets.
Frontiers in Endocrinology 05
3 Discussion

In clinical trials, the inconsistent selection of outcomes is

common, which leads to the fact that many clinical trials cannot

be compared in the same category or combined in the systematic

review/meta-analysis (17), thus reducing the value of trials and

wasting resources. The COMET Initiative was established to

promote the production of the smallest outcome set, namely the

COS, which should be reported in clinical trials, and promote the

improvement of methodology and international communication

and cooperation for research on the COS by integrating resources

for research (32). At present, more than 200 working groups have

completed the study of the COS, which provides a powerful

methodological reference for constructing the COS. Although

there is currently no “gold standard” for constructing the core

outcome set, the COMET Manual, COS-STAR statement, and

COS-STAD recommendations can provide essential reference

values for the current study of the COS.

The current methodological framework presents the processes of

developing a COS in cardiovascular diabetology. The problems of

outcomes in cardiovascular diabetology will be reviewed. Based on the

experience of constructing a COS, the constructionmethod of the COS

for clinical research in cardiovascular diabetology will be proposed, and

the method’s feasibility will also be verified. This future study will

support completing the first COS for clinical trials in cardiovascular

diabetology. In addition, we will try our best to disseminate it with the

help of the stakeholders, and we also hope the future COS will be

published in a high-impact journal so that it can be accepted and

adopted by the broader scientific and medical community.

Nonstandard diagnostic criteria for diseases, nonstandard

names of outcomes, unclear definitions of outcomes, a lack of

outcome measurement tools, and multiple measurement time

points for the same outcome always exist in trials (20, 29). Thus,

developing COS is crucial for the research field of cardiovascular

diabetology because it will help improve the methodology of trials

(30). Ensuring consistent outcome reporting will reduce reporting

bias, improve data synthesis and comparison, and enable better

clinical interpretation and application of the current evidence base

(29). A minimum number of critical outcomes will be reported in

future clinical studies through developing the COS for

cardiovascular diabetology, with which clinicians and stakeholders

worldwide agree. It will help strengthen the current evidence base in

cardiovascular diabetology through standardized reporting.
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